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BY LEAH GARCHIK 

W e were old enough to know 
that America wasn't perfect, 

but young enough to hope it could ' 
get better. A shiny new president)  
and his gleaming wife were' inthe 
White House and anything seemed!' 
possiblen 4'0 uov..). Q21110,64 10 rgrith 

"to They were witty, they, ere 
rich„ ithey were. cultured, ,thee 
were smart, they werewinners,, 
and they seemed so much in love: 
It's taken a long time 'Halmost40 
years — to becloud the perfectly 
framed images. 	.'Y'  

Now, however, with the pun-, 
cation,  of Christopher Andersen's, 
"Jack and Jackie: Portrait of an 
American Marriage," little of the , 
legend goes unchallenged. 	., 

Andersen, whose 16 previous 
books include biographies of Kath 
arine Hepburn and Susan Hay-
ward, doesn't refrain fi om dishing 
the dirt, authenticating his asser-
tions with chapter-by-chapter lists 
of personal interviews and oral his- . 
tories. Unlike Gary Aldrich, whose 
new Clinton expose seems to rely 
largely on testimony from political 
enemies, Andersen claims to have 
talked with scores of friends, polit- 
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Detailed footnotes on'  who . 'said /  

exactly, what would have *d 
"Jack ''' and Jackie" "even 9'Inoreuk" 
doubt-proof, but:it's'eleat thitr  
dersen meant'towritezi'pa 
er: hot,,nachOlarly tome)  
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Scouring his brain for the tini-„, 
est detail hp might have overlook,;. 
ed in four previous books about... 
the Kennedys, Davis devotes more 
than a page, for example, to a 
meaningless account of Blackjack 
Bouvier chastising a young cousin 
for exploding a noisemaker near 
his daughter Jacqueline at ft fami 
ly dinner. 	. 

Davis' branch of Jackie's fami-
ly — the Bouviers — was pretty?, 
much discarded when her mother 
remarried, so his insights about his 
cousin past the age of 13 are limit-
ed. The text feels meager compar-
ed with Andersen's gush of infor- 
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Jacqueline.  Kennedy's life:M.; 
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• JFK was a man with a need for 
sex but no particular feeling for 
romance. He married Jackie when 
he was well into his 30s, writes 
Andersen, because his father 
warned him that voters would 
think he was gay if he didn't have a 
wife. 
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thedéck of his sailbOg. -;a41341,;:' 	In 1955, when the marriage was 
at an. all-time low, writes Ander-
sen, Joe tried to avert a divorce by 
offering to pay off Jackie to stay. 

In the last pages of "Jack and 
Jackie," Andersen manages to 
draw back from the sordid details .  
of the relationship,. maintaining 
that the Kennedys were over the, , 
worst. They went to Dallas with 
new love for each other, he writes.:' 
and, if Lee Harvey: Oswald hadn't I 
intervened, would have ridden off 
into old age together..,,,y,, 	- :n.1,011.1 
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Their 'Marital problems "igiere- • 
nothing 'like us;" he concludes, '  
with a sweenlof sentiment, "and'i 
everything liAe us. Theirs was an 
American marriage." 

Seeing those problems' nbWilr 
however, the reader is led by the 
weight of Andersen's evidence to a' 
different conclusion: Jack and 
Jackie were figures on the stage, 
and we were mesmerized by the 
magic of their performance. We 
forgot that what we were seeing 
was pure artifice. 

Jack's need for sex was spurred 
as- an adult by an assortment of -, 
drugs he took for physical relief 
from pain and to keep his energy 
levels up, Andersen says. Max Ja-
cobson, the New York physician 
known as "Dr. Feelgood," shot the 
president full of amphetamines to .• 
increase his stamina and elevate 
his moods. "I don't care if there's 
panther piss in there,i! JFK told. I 
Jacobson, ''as long AS it makes,me ff  feel gOod.qpt if.„..44-1-i-r-,•:C 
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w.oniaii 7 too;-. was a patient;  of Jacobson's. b was aardirt 
with a longing for financial secogi-1 "When I learned that Jack was get 
ty,,who married Jack„ writes  ting'theie shots from 	Max, .,1). .:,',An!, 
dersen, because his.,,father had 41 told Jackie,,,Watch out, Stay awayl from,him,T,recall&Gore Vidal. "II big bank account:Throughout the 
marriage,., all-, her ,personal 	didn't know at thetime that she 
were paid by her father-In-law; atil was getting 	shots, too",z  

The love affairs of JFK are old 	And while she couldn't match 
her husband's sexual conquests ill: for but Andersen's explanations. f  for the roots of his sexual appetites sheer ,volume, Andersen says she

, wasn't 100 percent faithful, q'uot:: are 

	

	 fascinating: 	
, mg Da.vid .Schoenbrun, who was.; 

JOes'ItenitedY3encjiatigedTh-liis ' Washington bureau chief of CBS: 
boys to prove their manliness" by 1  "Nobody should worry about Jack-
behaving like bulls. Papa Kennedy ' ie." The author speculates that her 

Leah Garchik writes the Personals col-
umn for The Chronicle. 
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laughed and ' stayed the course lovers included Deputy Seeretiri! 
when JFK, his young 'son', found of Defense Roswell Gilpatric and 4;  
him making love to his Mistress on Washington lawyer Walter Sohier. , 


